Title
Giant Cube

Description
The activity plans the construction of a giant cube in a square or in a garden of your city.
The first city that welcomed the giant cube was Trent; afterwards other groups in different cities of the
world got together also other organizations, and now the cube of peace can be “rolled” and lived in many
cities of the word.
The acivity is promoted by Living Peace International

Target group
Children, young people, adults, in schools, in youth groups, in associations and institutions.
Goal
- Promote and spread the culture of peace.
Activity
Suggest to the local authorities to create a giant cube of
peace in a public space of your city.
Utilize the following material:
- galvanized and bolted steel plate, with an iron rod
- Four bearings that rotate the matrix
- an exterior water-resistant white paint.
- stickers with drawings and phrases to be applied on the
faces of the dice.

Send us photos of the realization of your giant cube to be shared with the whole network Living Peace
International. ***
Deadline
There is no time limit.

*** Living Peace is subject to the European legislation on Privacy that became effective on 25 May 2018.
If you would like to share photos or videos of the activities you do with minors, you have to send us the
release form signed by the minor’s parents or legal guardians (download the release form here, and email it to: privacy@amu-it.eu . The NGO AMU is responsible of the data treatment for the project
“Living Peace International”).
If it is not possible to obtain the release form, remember to send only photos and videos where people,
especially minors, are not recognizable.
You can send photos from above, or from the back, where you can see the children doing the activity
without showing their faces in a front view.
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